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ADDENDUM NO.2
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL NO. 9112-18-7060

For: Provision of Written Translation Services
Two - Envelope

CLOSING: 7 2:00 NOON (LOCAL TORONTO TIME), MAY 22, 2018 (REVISED)

Please refer to the above Request for Proposal (RFP) document in your possession and be
advised of the following:

I. CLOSING DATE EXTENSION

The closing date has been extended from May 17, 2018 to May 22, 2018 at noon, local
Toronto time.

II. REVISIONS

1. Section 8 — Cost Control has been revised as follows:

Remove:
Submit a proposed methodology for Proponent’s resource planning, cost estimation,
cost budgeting, and cost control measures. The Proponent should clearly demonstrate
the cost control measures that it will implement to ensure that the Lump Sum or Upset
Limit for the Services will not be exceeded.

Replace with:

Submit a proposed methodology for Proponent’s resource planning, cost estimation,
cost budgeting, and cost control measures. The Proponent should clearly demonstrate
the cost control measures that it will implement to ensure that Cost for the Services will
not be exceeded.



Ill. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

01. Will City of Toronto be selecting a single supplier to the awarded this contract, or
will this process result in the selection of multiple suppliers?

Al. The aim of the Selection Committee will be to select one (1) Proposal which in its opini
on meet(s) the City’s requirements under this REP and provides the best overall value to
the City.

02. What is the current process the City follows to meet its translation requirements
for the languages listed in this RFP?

A2. The City of Toronto usually sends an email with attached documents for translations.
Some City divisions may choose to send documents via other modes, such as fax or
hard copy.

03. If the City has a current process/supplier, are there any specific areas of
improvement that have been identified in the current model that are driving this
RFP?

A3. All current translation requirements are addressed in the RFP document.

04. Does the City have Translation Memories or other linguistic assets of style guides
that will be shared with the selected supplier?

A4. No the City does not have translations style guides or linguistic assets to share.

05. Section 3.1 states Vendor shall provide translations from English to the required
language, and from the required language to English. The pricing table provided
in Addendum 1 however, has only a single line item for each language.

a. Can the City of Toronto indicate whether the word volume in this table is
from English, or into English? Combination of both

b. Pricing differs for each language pair depending on whether translation is
from English, or into English. Can the City provide an amended table that
allows us to show different pricing based on translation direction?

A5. a) The word volume is for both, from English to another language and from another
language to English.

b) The City has provided estimated quantities per word in the RPP document. The
Proponent must provide one price for both: translation from English to another language
and another language to English.

06. Section 3.1 states translations are required for numerous specialized fields. Can
we provide pricing which differs based on field of specialization of the source
content, and if so, can the City provide an amended pricing table to fill out?

A6. The current pricing table is an overall guide to reflect all City’s divisional needs.
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07. For the same specialized content types, can the City provide an indicative split by
volume percentage how much of the overall content does each type of content
represent?

A7. The City cannot provide a content split as the requirements of various departments vary
over time and are dependent on the needs of the community.

Q8. For actual production projects under this engagement, will the supplier be
provided source editable files for translation, or will all content be in the form of
locked and secured PDF5 that cannot be edited/extracted? It is highly
recommended that editable source files be provided (unlike the sample translation
text in the proposal) as it allows automated extraction and preparation of content
to be translated.

A8. The City will do its best to provide the Vendor with editable files. In some instances the
files may be given in a different format.

09. For AODA compliant translations, will the source content that is handed off for
translation be authored to be fully AODA compliant?

A9. Source content provided to the Vendor may be provided in various formats. Each
project/job type will have direction as to whether the final materials provided for
translations need to be AODA compliant.

070. Section 4.2 — is there a point allocation for the test translation performance as
well, as currently the total score of 100 only splits between the technical and
commercial proposals.

Al 0. The sample translation will be used by the Selection Committee as a mechanism to
revisit, revise, confirm and finalize the score and select the recommended Proponent.

017. Section 53 Subsection 3 asks for details on every subcontractor that will be
involved in the delivery of services requested in the RFP. Our resourcing model
for translators is based on a large and extremely well qualified community of
freelancers and translation agencies we subcontract to. This model allows us
flexibility to scale quickly to meet fluctuations in client demand, and to also
provide SME translators across a variety of specialized content. Translators are
assigned based on availability, content type and experience, and we are unable to
provide a list of all subcontractors who will be providing translation services
requested in this proposal. Is this a hard requirement from the City of Toronto to
name and provide details for all subcontractors we will use?

Al 1. All translators and subcontractors should be compliance with subsection 3. A Proposal
that does not include the information requested will not be awarded full marks.
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012. Section 5.3 Subsection 8 asks for demonstration of cost control measures to
ensure “Lump Sum” or “Upset Limits” are not exceeded. Can the City clarify what
Lump Sum and Upset limits are? Our pricing proposal will be unit rates to be used
for quoting individual projects.

A12. Please see Revision 1 above.

013. Appendix D, Price Detail form —

a. What variant of French is requested — European or Canadian?
Canadian

b. What variant of Portuguese is requested — Brazilian or European?
European

c. What variant of Spanish is requested — European or Latin American?
Latin American

d. Pricing for rush services is typically a percentage upcharge in addition to
baseline pricing. Can the submission format be altered to allow us to
provide a rush delivery surcharge?

A13. a) Canadian variant to be used
b) European variant to be used
c) Latin American variant to be used
d) Rush services are noted on Appendix D — Revised Price Detail Forms. This includes
cost for rush services based on word count.

014. Section 3.2 — Are the timelines presented in this section meant to serve as
guidelines for the City of Toronto’s expectations on TAT, or are these hard
requirements for the word volumes mentioned? Overall TAT on a project is also
dependent on preparation effort prior to translation and layout work needed after
translation (both dependent on the file formats provided), and number of
languages requested. We envision evaluating each project’s requirements, and
agreeing upon a delivery timeline with the City — Is this a correct assumption?

A14. The timelines are general guidelines. For complex large projects, there may be room
for negotiating when the project could be delivered.

015. Do you have language assets such as glossaries and/or translation memories;
and if so, would you be in a position to share so at contract award?

Al 5. Please see answer to Question 4 above.

016. What are the main source formats content will be submitted in?

Al 6. Content could be provided in different formats such as: word document, PDF, digital file
format, hard copies are provided in some cases.

017. Is there any technology currently being used to manage translation?

Al 7. No, there is no technology currently being used for translations.
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018. On page 14 you mention 6 copies preferably, whereas on page 15 you list two
copies. Would you be able to confirm the desired number of copies??

Al 8. The City is requesting six (6) copies of the Proposal and two (2) copies of the Revised
Price Forms (Addendum 1). As this REP is conducted in a two envelope system the
Price Forms must submitted in a separate envelope.

079. On your website we can see a link to Google translate. Would you be able to
confirm your requirements for the translation of your website into additional
languages?

Al9. This information/requirements do not pertain to this REP

020. Section 72, Insurance, article 1(i):
Do you agree we can change “is in the amount of not less than Two Million Dollars
($2,000,000.00), per occurrence” to “is in the amount of not less than Two Million
Dollars ($2,000,000.00), per occurrence and $2,000,000 in the aggregate;”?

A20. No, this change is not acceptable to the City

027. Section 7 Insurance, article 1(11):
Do you agree we can change “adds the City of Toronto as an additional insured;”
to “includes the City of Toronto as an additional insured;”?

A21. No, this change is not acceptable to the City

022. Section 72, Insurance, article 2:
Do you agree we can change “is in the amount of not less than One Million Dollars
($1,000,000)” to “is in the amount of not less than One Million Dollars ($7,000,000)
per claim and in the aggregate;”?

A22. No, this change is not acceptable to the City

023. Section 1 Insurance, article 3:
Do you agree we can change “Automobile Liability insurance with a minimum limit
of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) for all owned or leased licensed motorized
vehicles used in the performance of services.” to “Automobile Liability insurance
with a minimum limit of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) combined single limit per
accident for all owned or leased licensed motorized vehicles used in the
performance of services.”?

A23. No, this change is not acceptable to the City

024. Section 5, Indemnities:
“The Vendor shall indemnify and save harmless the City of Toronto, its Mayor,
Members of Council, officers, employees, and agents from and against any
losses, liens, charges, claims, demands, suits, proceedings, recoveries and
judgements (including legal fees and costs) arising from or related to the Vendor’s
performance or non-performance of its obligations, including payment obligations
to its approved subcontractors and suppliers and others, and including breach of
any confidentiality obligations under this Agreement.”
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Would you be able limit the indemnity and if so, could you please indicate the
value limit acceptable to the City of Toronto?

A24. No, this change is not acceptable to the City

025. Will the appendices we provide be taken into account for the evaluation scoring
process?

A25. The evaluation will be conducted as per Revised Evaluation Table, issued in Addendum
1.

026. Appendix B, Section 9:
What are the evaluation criteria for Subsection 6 “Work Plan and Deliverables”?

A26. Subsection 6 — Work Plan and Deliverables will be evaluated as part of Section D on the
Evaluation Table — Proposes Services

027. Who is the City’s incumbent language service provider and/or where are they
located?

A27. Please see link below
http://app.toronto.c&tmmis/viewAqendaltemHistorv.do?item=2015. BD2O.9

028. Will Canadian LSPs be given preference over outside ones?

A29. No preference will be given to any Proponent.

030. How are documents currently submitted for translation? Do you always provide
electronic copies or are hard copy document sometimes provided?

A30. Documents can be submitted for translation in various formats, depending on the City’s
division or project needs.

031. How often do the City’s representatives meet in person with the current supplier
for contract review meetings, etc.?

A31. May meet annually or more frequently as required. Meetings can be held via
teleconference.

032. Where in the City are most requesters based?

A32. As these are municipal requirements, City divisions are situated in different locations
throughout the City.

033. How many requesters are there, typically?

A33. The City is a large organization, so there may be multiple requesters, requesting multiple
translations at the same time. Translation services are dependent on the needs of the
community.
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034. When will finalist interviews be held and the final decision be made?

A34. If required, interviews will be held two (2) weeks after the REP closing deadline. We
expect to award this REP by the end of June 2018. These dates are subject to change
and appropriate written notice of any changes will be provided where feasible.

Q35. How will we invoice this customer? Are we to invoice each unit, division,
department, etc. of the City? Please explain how the invoicing processing will
work?

A35. Each City division will have a contract. We estimate 21 contracts to be issued. The
Vendor will invoice each division. Please see Revision 1 on Addendum 1 for invoice
requirements and Appendix E for invoice sample.

036. Section 23 Terms and Condition
Given the nature of the engagement, compliance with accessibility standards
should not be a mandatory requirement.

A36. Depends on the needs of the specific job or project. The city may require a record
translated from a language to English. No compliance for AODA would be required in
this scenario.

Should you have any questions regarding this addendum contact Susy Avila at 416-397-4806 or
savila @toronto.ca

Please attach this addendum to your REP document and be governed accordingly. Proponents
must acknowledge receipt of all addenda in their Proposal in the space provided on the
Proposal Submission Eorm as per Appendix A, Section 4 - Addenda of the REP document. All
other aspects of the REP remain the same.

Purchasing and Materials Management
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